RTQ: Red Weather, Thunder/Tornado risk & Quake-Volcanism trials
Forecast and News Actual Weather Events may be added to ‘World Extreme events’
Results and news see www.weatheraction.com

FEB 2014 - 1-28 JAN + Mar1 for R & QV See page 2 for RTQ Forecast data Table
Circulated as information 6 FEB reproducing R periods and values already released (and QV implied, see p2) in Br+Ir 45d forecast of 16 JAN fc for FEB. Note All
Direct subscribers to RTQ forecasts are getting 2 mths free in lieu of continuing re-structuring delays. From Mar the RTQ forecast will be released before the month.

Oct-Jan World Circulation Review

Wild Jet Stream - Mini Ice Age circulation is here to stay;
CO2 warmists desperate and dangerous in defeat
October to January has been a great vindication of WeatherAction warnings of Wild Jet Stream (Mini Ice Age) behavior both
sides of the Atlantic and specific confirmation in region and timing (+/-1day) of all the main extreme (storm / major cold
plunges) NH event situations predicted by WeatherAction's Solar-Lunar Action Technique (SLAT9A);
=> The relentless series of storms in Ireland, Britain & NW Europe (since October) including 100% confirmation of
WeatherAction R4and R5 intensification of systems and down-powering in Solar Factor quieter periods.
=> The astounding series of 'Coldmageddons' and
'Snomageddons' N/E / Centre USA
Piers Says "These general and specific confirmations of our
weather and climate (circulation) patterns have been great.
What happened in USA has been 'spot on' and the storms in
Britain, Ireland and NW Europe have been superb. We would
have liked some more snow in Britain at times - but that never
was expected in our forecast for more than some short periods
in winter so far anyway.
See http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WANews14No03.pdf
"These extreme situations and therefore the importance of what
might come next both sides of the Atlantic make our FEB
forecasts very important - for travel, agriculture and general
weather and climate forecasting science.
"The warmists are failing ignominiously and are now dangerous
and desperate and make up any story they can get away with.

New WeatherAction Important February Monitor-Update Br+Ir+Eu
Extra ferocious storms ~3-7 Feb (+/-1d) have implications for whole month and indicate ACCELERATING deepening
or a SWITCH to more Mini-Ice-Age / Wild Jet Stream extremes Britain, Ireland, Europe, USA and worldwide.
Piers Corbyn says; "Although our R3=>R4 period ~3-7(+/-1d) Feb is on cue and more intense later in this period than earlier - in line with
our forecast choices made Jan 16 - the storm tracks and pattern are somewhat further South and East than expected and more intense.
We stated in the Feb B+I forecast bulletin that the Jet Stream in
Jan was even more wild than we expected and that
"wild contrasts along with stronger general (overall alongside
regional contrasts) cooling will continue apace in more
extreme form in coming months":
It appears Mini Ice Age (Wild Jet Stream behavior)
intensification is happening even quicker - more like a switch
than a gradual change. This means:1. In Feb pressure patterns especially in storm periods should be
shifted South and East (or the land maps under the pressure
patterns moved NW - like Kent moving to Lancashire). RELATIVE
NW/ SE contrasts being preserved.
2. Wind extremes will go up typically one Beaufort notch. This has
SERIOUS implications for some R5 periods where Force 10/11
becomes 11/12
3. The European patterns will be even more shifted East/SE.
MORE DETAILED UPDATE INFORMATION is posted in forecast
access boxes and sent to subscribers as required. These
considerations are included in the Sochi Olympics forecast.

Somerset Levels - A sacrifice on the alter of CO2 warmist delusion, COVER UP EXPOSED
Mini Ice Age / Wild Jet Stream heavy rain is the origin of the water making the floods but deliberate reduction of drainage and Eu driven
decision to use the Somerset Levels to store water rather than flood other places is terminating their normal existence.
See http://eureferendum.com/blogview.aspx?blogno=84687 . Given that tens of thousands of small lakes, ponds and river meanders which have
been eliminated in the last 70 years in Britain are no longer available to store and buffer the effects of flood-rains [which CO2 warmist had
said would, like snow, be a thing of the past] something had to give.
However the authorities didn't bother to tell the inhabitants and prefer to COVER-UP their trickery in order to portray the flooding
of The Levels as a result of the Goebells-esque LIE of man-made Climate change. That is why Prince Charles visited the Levels 2
days after denouncing Climate Realist Scientists (who actually made useful forecasts of extremes and weather for his son's wedding and
mother's Diamond Jubilee - unlike ALL his warmist pals).

RTQ FEB 2014 Forecast & News - p2 Forecast Periods to ~1 day.
Red Warnings, Thunder/Tornado Risk & Major EarthQuake/Volcanism Trial Risk
● With quake-volcano trial forecast clarifications. Note R or QV periods separated by 1d can ‘merge’

Circulated 6 FEB as info Reproducing R periods and values already issued in Br+Ir 45d forecast of 16 Jan.
Red Weather periods, R, – are standardized R1 to R5 (most extreme effect) in WeatherAction Solar Lunar Action Technique.
They indicate Solar-Lunar drivers of thunderstorm and related extreme events around the world. Extreme weather event risk periods such as
thunder/tornado (espec USA) development & potential Tropical Storm Formation and development periods (Cyclogenesis) are consequences of these
drivers and are also periods in which standard meteorology models will notably underestimate strength of deluges, thunder, snow etc in forecasts from a
day or so ahead. In these periods typically standard meteorology forecast (smf) estimates of rain/snow from a day or so ahead need to be doubled (or
more for R5). Dates UTC for estimation although there are uncertainties. FORECAST MAPS & detailed forecasts with corresponding specific likely
weather events are issued for various parts of the world. Lesser extremes (‘Extra Activity’) & ‘Quiet periods’ + likely weather scenarios are stated there.
Major Earthquake – Volcano Trial Risk Periods, QV, are in similar 1-5 categories as R periods, but need not be the same as R.
QV Periods are largely similar to Red warning weather periods and are not specific to any particular Earthquake prone region or location. The largest
Quake/volcano activity in term of intensity and prevalence (av per day) is expected in QV5 and QV4 periods and should include more M6+ quakes.
QV3 may include M6+ and QV1-2 are less likely to have such but should have some extra activity. (Nb qv notation discontinued). Some preferred earth
hemispheres for major quakes are also given. M6.0 & above earthquakes are marked Red in US Geological Survey)
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eqinthenews/ M6.0 is a convention. Other levels (eg M5.7+, M6.5+, M7+) may help. Results best obtained
via http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eqarchives/epic/

RTQ Forecast Table Feb 1-28 & Mar1 2014 R periods first published 16 JAN in B+I 45d. QVs all through FEB
same as correspondence in JAN RTQ forecast in timing with Value as R; checks and typos excepted and with additions when new.

There are Interesting concentrations of Top Red, R5/R5+ & Quakes Risk QV5/QV5+ and solar activity this FEB
Date
FEB
2014

Solar Lunar
Factor
Red Weather
Warning

Extreme Weather Events
Thunder /
Tornado

Cyclogenesis

Date
FEB
2014

Major Earthquake + Volcano Trial Risk
QV4, QV5 Tested by M6+. In R5 M6.5+ likelihood increases.
QV trial forecasts under SLAT9AQV

3-5
FEB

R3

Med

Med

3-5
FEB

QV3

Med-Major Earthquakes - Volcano M 5.7+extra risk
Earth-facing Coronal holes &/or Active regions near
central longitude solar disc likely.

6-7
FEB

R4

Top High

Top High

6-7
FEB

QV4

Major Earthquakes - Volcano M 6.0+extra risk Major
Earth-facing Coronal holes &/or Active regions near
central longitude solar disc likely.

10-12
FEB

R5

Top High

Top High

10-12
FEB

QV5

V Major Earthquakes - Volcano M 6.5+extra risk
Major Earth-facing Coronal holes &/or Active regions
near central longitude solar disc likely.

13-15
FEB

R3

Med

Med

13-15
FEB

QV3

Med-Major Earthquakes - Volcano M 5.7+extra risk
Earth-facing Coronal holes &/or Active regions near
central longitude solar disc likely.

18-19
FEB

R3

Med

Med

18-19
FEB

QV3

Med-Major Earthquakes - Volcano M 5.7+extra risk
Earth-facing Coronal holes &/or Active regions near
central longitude solar disc likely.

21-26
FEB

R3

Med

Med

21-26
FEB

QV3

Med-Major Earthquakes - Volcano M 5.7+extra risk
Major Earth-facing Coronal holes &/or Active regions
near central longitude solar disc likely.

23-25
FEB

R5

Top High

Top High

23-25
FEB

QV5

V Major Earthquakes - Volcano M 6.5+extra risk
Major Earth-facing Coronal holes &/or Active regions
near central longitude solar disc likely.

MAR 1

R4

Top High

Top High

MAR 1 QV4

R5, (R5+R4) Fract FEBM1= [6, 9]/29 = 21%, 31%

Major Earthquakes - Volcano M 6.0+extra risk Major
Earth-facing Coronal holes &/or Active regions near
central longitude solar disc likely.

QV5, (QV5+QV4) Fract FEBM1= [6, 9]/29 = 21%, 31%. Corr22Feb QV, R same fracts

General Red Weather Warning (R) and Quake –Volcano (QV) Solar and Geomagnetic Associated effects.
All periods, especially R4, R5, are likely to be preceded by / include some or most of major or extra solar flare activity, Coronal holes, proton bursts, fast solar wind,
increased ionospheric activity, geomagnetic storms, aurora, noctilucent clouds / sprites.
News and commentary of Weather & Earthquake Events is sent out via twitter @Piers_Corbyn - http://twitter.com/Piers_Corbyn and
http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100001281948141&sk=wall , www.WeatherAction.com and http://climaterealists.com/index.php
www.weatheraction.com +44(0)2079399946 / +44(0)7958713320 / +44(0)7908734296 ™ © & WeatherAction & Piers Corbyn accept no liability for any loss howsoever arising from use of forecast
information. Application of forecasts is entirely at the user’s risk. This forecast may not be copied, circulated in media or on web or used in production of any other forecasts without agreement

